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There has been a sound rise 

in the Digital Payment market 

place. Various factors are giving 

rise to the digital payments such 

as demonetization, ease to use, 

government efforts, etc. People of India 

are going cashless by using physical 

cards, digital wallets, mobile apps, etc. 

with the growth of digital payments, 

there increases the concern for the 

security. There are security issues with 

people using Digital Payment System 

and there is a strong need to adopt 

few new methods or technologies to 

ensure security. Several developments 

are taking place in the digital payment 

system and one of them is Blockchain 

which will remove the security issues 

by removing the need of the middlemen 
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and standardize the functionality and 

structure of Digital payments in the 

country.

Let’s understand the concept of 
Blockchain
Blockchain is like a digital ledger 

or a shared database across 

computer networks which keep 

record of all the transactions. 

A set record in a chain can’t be 

altered once entered. To ensure 

its verification and authenticity the 

data examine continuously. Several 

cyber-currencies like bitcoin uses 

blockchain and many more potential 

uses are emerging.

Database: A block of grouped records 

form together in a chain. Its parts are-

The record: any information, •	

entries, document etc.

The block: a bundle of records•	

The chain: series of linked blocks•	

For online transactions, it allows 

users to send, receive and manage 

their accounts without the need 

of a middleman. Let’s say X is an 

owner of a shop who has just started 

accepting digital payments and is 

facing various problems regarding 

authenticity of the payments made 

by the customers. If he adopts the 

blockchain then management of 

payments will become surprisingly 

easier as he and his customers will 

have an open access to payment 

history, thereby removing the problem 

of tempered payments.

Indian economy continued to be heavily dependent on cash for payments. But now with the rise in the 

digital payment system people of India are rapidly switching to non cash payment instruments because 

of their simplicity and convenience. Then also there are worries about the security. Earlier the application 

of Blockchain was only limited to supply chain, remittances, insurance, and various other sectors. But 

now Blockchain has step forward in Digital payments too and expectations are that it will play a major 

role in the future of Digital payment process solution. The study attempts to explain how Blockchain 

Technology will revolutionize and improve the current system of Digital Payment System. 
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Difficult to change (hash codes 
keep records safe) :
To create a hash code a math function 

is required which takes the digital 

information and makes a string of 

letters and numbers from it. 

First, a hash code will always be of 

same length no matter how large or 

small	the	file	is.

Second, any single change in original 

input like any comma or letter will 

change the whole hash code.

The changed hash breaks the 
chain
As blocks saves both new as well 

as previous block hash codes thus 

any change in original input creates 

new hash code which mismatch with 

the later block hash cause to break 

a chain. It takes a lot of efforts and 

computing time to restore the chain.

The computers in the network
Blockchain is decentralized in 

nature has no central control.

Centralized hub: •	

central node has all 

authority.

Decentralized network: all •	

the nodes are capable to access 

the information and compete to be 

the next to add to the database.

Permission to join
The issue of trust arises in decentralized 

control because members could 

be anonymous like in bitcoin case 

and can’t be always known such as 

company personnel. To resolve such 

issue, these blockchain set tests for 

computers to add any record to the 

chain. The test called consensus 

models.

A Consensus
The test compel network members to 

’prove’ themselves. Example-

Proof of work – a proof can be any •	

work of solving an increasingly 

difficult	computational	puzzle.

This process called mining which 

uses a lot of computing power. 

A member in return can receive 

rewards such as tokens for 

bitcoins or instance.

Proof of stake – tokens allows •	

participants to join the network. 

The more the tokens they have, 

the more they can mine.

Conclusion
The integration of the blockchain 

with the digital payment system 

How Blockchain Technology Will be Beneficial for Digital 
Payments: 

BENEFITS EXPLANATION

No additional 
transaction fees

Blockchain will lead to no additional transaction 
costs because it will let businesses to have better 
cash	 flow	 as	 it	 removes	 the	 need	 for	 payment	
assistance devices.

Secure real-time 
payments

Blockchain is likely to solve the security issues 
because of full transparency between buyers and 
sellers as the whole algorithm is based on an open-
to-all platform.

Access to a global 
market place

Using blockchain technology for online transactions 
will	be	beneficial	for	businesses	on	a	global	scale	
because of the fact it is a decentralized money 
management system which allows anyone in an 
encrypted database to send and receive money.

Faster payments Blockchain will eliminate the presence of 
middlemen.	Because	of	this	the	flow	of	money	will	
be surprisingly very fast.

Improved 
Financial 
Management

Online transactions and mobile payments have 
effectively become big data. It will become stress-
free	 for	 industries	 to	manage	 the	 large	 inflows	of	
money by using blockchain technology. 

How a deal gets included in a blockchain:

Experiential  
Research Paper
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is the need of the hour. It is being 

developed by Digital Payment Service 

Providers for really secure contactless 

payments with the elimination of the 

middlemen. Each and every party that 

is involved in a blockchain-enabled 

transaction will have a record of every 

relevant transaction that took place 

in the system. So it is an emerging 

opportunity which will turn into strength 

for those who will integrate blockchain 

into their payment system which will 

be able to provide real time secure 

and reliable digital payments.
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